
What is snow-to-liquid ratio (SLR)?

• SLR quantifies the amount of void space in snow

• SLR = [new snow depth] / [new snow water 
equivalent (SWE)]

• Other measures include snow density, water 
content, and specific gravity

– snow density = ρwater / SLR

– water content (%) = 100/SLR

– specific gravity = 1/SLR (rarely used)



SLR vs. other measurements

Heavy Average Light

SLR 7:1 14:1 25:1

Snow 
density 143 kg m-3 71 kg m-3 40 kg m-3

Water 
content 14.3% 7.1% 4.0%

Snow 
character

“Sierra 
cement”

Utah 
average

“Champagne 
powder”

Low SLR

High Density

High SLR

Low Density



Why is SLR important?

• Interest in SLR originally stemmed from hydrological 

applications: if there are x inches of snow on the 

ground, what is the liquid equivalent?

• Modern winter precipitation forecasting typically 

involves three steps:

– 1. Quantitative precipitation forecast (QPF)

– 2. Determination of precipitation type

– 3. Application of SLR where precipitation type is snow: 

Snowfall amount = QPF x SLR



• Snow clearing operations often based on specific snow 
amount thresholds, where perfect QPF is of limited value 
if an incorrect SLR is applied.

• Avalanche forecasting- Casson (2008) relates SLR to snow 
shear strength

• Accurate SLR and snowfall amount forecasts are critical 
for mountain communities like Alta, UT:

• >1300 cm annual snowfall

• 36 avalanche paths cross the only access road

Why is SLR important?



3:1 10:1 30:
1

The problem with SLR

• Daily SLR varies considerably:
• central Rocky Mountains- 3.9:1 to 100:1
• lowland sites across the US- 1.6:1 to 47:1

• What is the forecast snowfall amount for a QPF of 25 
mm?

Judson and Doesken (2000), Roebber et al. (2003)



What controls SLR?

• Crystal type and size

• Riming

• Aggregation

• Wind transport

• Melting or sublimation aloft and at the surface

• Rain on snow

• Vapor pressure gradient-driven metamorphism 
and/or external compaction in high SWE events.

(Settlement)



Crystal habit (shape) and SLR
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Image: snowcrystals.com; SLR based on Power et. al. 1964, Dubé 2003, Cobb 2006
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Riming and SLR
50:1 20:1 5:1

snowcrystals.com

• Riming can decrease SLR by up to 90%.

• most important for temperatures above −10°C; supercooled 
water more likely to be present

• Fletcher (1962) defines riming rate:



Surface winds and SLR

• Strong winds cause snow crystals to be dislodged and roll 
along the surface, removing outer features and 
decreasing SLR.

• Snow transport begins at speeds of 8-10 m s-1.

15:
1

4:1



• “…assuming 10 inches of snow to 1 of water or some 
other factor, is subject to a large range of error because 
of the wide variability of this ratio for different kinds of 
snow.”

-Report of the Chief Signal Officer, 1888

• For example, 0.1 inches of QPF equals an inch of snow

Forecasting techniques: 10:1 “Rule”



• 10:1 is still used by:

• RUC snowfall depth product

• GFS and NAM MOS snowfall amount

• snowfall forecasts at some NWS offices (other fixed ratios 
are also used)

• Accuweather.com 15-day forecasts

The 10:1 “Rule”

U.S. mean daily SLR (1971-2000) at 
NOAA Cooperative Observing sites
(Baxter et al. 2005)



• Despite known issues, 10:1 is still used by:

• RUC snowfall depth product

• Many NWS forecasters (or other fixed ratios)

• Empirical techniques have been developed, relying 
on surface or in-cloud temperature

• many of these techniques have not been verified

• temperature typically explains just 25-40% of the variance, 
sometimes less than persistence (about 30%)

Improving on the 10:1 “Rule”



The SLR-Temperature Relationship

700-hPa temperature
(near surface); Lowry 1954
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Forecasting Techniques: NWS Table

• Although not intended for operational forecasting, the NWS  
new snowfall to estimated melt water conversion table relates 
SLR to surface temperature.

T (°F) SLR

-21 to -40 100:1

-1 to -20 50:1

0 to 9 40:1

10 to 14 30:1

15 to 19 20:1

20 to 27 15:1

28 to 34 10:1



Forecasting Techniques: Dubé Flowchart

• Dubé (2003) used 
Power et al. (1964) 
and observations in 
Quebec to create a 
physically-based 
flowchart for 
predicting SLR and 
precipitation type.

• Forecasts of SLR in 
one of 6 categories 
were correct for 
83% of test cases.



Forecasting Techniques: UVV and T

• Cobb and Waldstreichter (2005) combined vertical velocity with an 
SLR-temperature relationship.

• UVV + ice saturation ➔ snow source layer

• SLR(Tsource) weighted based on the depth of the source layer and the 
magnitude of UVV within it.



SLR Forecasting at the NWS

• Most NWS offices use one or more of the 
following:

– fixed ratio (often 10:1 or local climatology)

– the NWS new snowfall to estimated melt water 
conversion table

– the Cobb and Waldstreichter (2005) technique (WFO-
SLC).  10:1 used where downward motion is forecast.



Problems with existing approaches

• NWS lookup table: overestimates SLR, problems with 
temperature inversions.

• UVV and T: requires accurate forecasts of vertical velocity 
and relative humidity, ignores riming and wind.

• 10:1 and other fixed ratios: large storm-to-storm variability

• Much of SLR forecasting remains guesswork, with current 
tools often problematic, unverified and underutilized.


